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Details of Visit:

Author: milkman1969
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 30 Dec 2010 1430
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 50
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Hey Do You Fancy A Change From The Norm ?
Website: http://www.mkhelen.co.uk
Phone: 07971047991

The Premises:

Clean place, well reported in other field reports, in central milton keynes near silbury boulevard.
(Parking was difficult at this time of the year due to the SALE shoppers in central Milton Keynes).

The Lady:

Red Head, aged about early twenties I would guess, about 5 Feet 8 inches tall, slim, long legs, size
10 I would guess, with unbelievably soft skin. Much better looking in the flesh than her website
photos.

The Story:

OMG! It has been absolutely ages since I have met a woman who genuinely seems to enjoy her job
and has a genuinely positive attitude to do whatever it takes to make the punter 100% happy!

Helen greeted me warmly, we sorted out the paperwork and she quickly nipped out and returned
with a drink she had offered me. She went straight into DFK while we both explored each other's
bodies. Followed by a quick break to get out of our clothes, get some more air into our lungs and to
move onto the bed.

On the bed the DFK continued, followed by me performing RO on Helen where she also allowed me
to insert a finger, then onto 69 with Helen on top. I then asked Helen to apply the rubber and we
started with sex in mish with more DFK, followed by Helen on top in cowgirl. I then asked Helen to
remove the rubber and to give me Oral, Helen then proceeded to give me OWO with Helen
maintaining eye contact at all times whilst taking my whole length in her mouth. Her OWO was good
and I came in her mouth 13 minutes into the appointment and to my surprise she swallowed all my
cum.

I told her that at my age I could only usually cum once in a half hour session to which she replied
with a cheeky grin 'your only as old as the girl you are shagging'. I told her that I was up for trying
again and she confirmed that so was she! Helen started more DFK whilst once again we fumbled
and explored each other's bodies and soon I was semi-erect, I asked Helen for some more oral and
she started some great OWO and within a couple of minutes I was ready for sex again and Helen
applied another condom and we moved into Mish with DFK. I came again for a second time in Mish
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and only 22 minutes into the appointment, Helen helped to clean me up and I would have liked a bit
more kissing and cudling after this but Helen put her underwear back on and so I just got dressed.

We spoke for a few minutes about the punting scene and quality of service providers in Milton
Keynes. At 30 minutes Helen gave me 1 last passionate DFK before showing me out of the door.

There are not many ladies that could make me cum twice in half an hour and Helen is one of the
elite few that could do this to me.

Because of her positive attitude and enthusiasm I will definately return to see Helen again.

Treat her well guys and she will reciprocate.
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